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Being Numerous
Natasha Lennard

Verso Books (Marston)
9781788734608 | £9.99 | PB | 176 pp.
April 2021
An urgent challenge to the prevailing mor al order from one
of the freshest, most compelling voices in r adical politics
today.

The Origin of the Family,
Private Property and the State
Friedrich Engels
Verso Books (Marston)
9781839761515 | £11.99 | PB | 240 pp.
August 2021
The most influential theory of the origins of women's
oppression in the modern era, in a beautiful new edition.

Disobey!

Frederic Gros
Verso Books (Marston)
9781788736329 | £9.99 | PB | 224 pp.
May 2021

In this provocative ess ay, Frédéric Gros explores the roots of
political obedience, s ocial conformity, economic subjection,
respect for authorities, constitutional cons ens us. Examining
the various styles of obedience provides tools to study, invent
and induce new forms of civic disobedience and lyrical protest .
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Neither Vertical nor Horizontal
Rodrigo Nunes

Verso Books (Marston)
9781788733830 | £19.99 | PB | 320 pp.
May 2021
How do we organize in a wor ld after both Occupy and the
Sanders campaign? For something so often described as
essential, political organisation remains a surprisingly under theorised field . Nunes redefines the terms of organisati onal
theory, and argues that organisation must be understood as
always supposing a diverse ecology of different initiatives and
organisational forms.

Everything Must Change
Vittorio Bufacchi

Manchester University Press (IPS UK)
9781526158772 | £14 | HB | 200 pp.
June 2021
Taking its cue from Michel de Montaigne, this book asks
what COVID-19 can teach us about the 'art of living'.
It examines eight themes from a philosophical perspective,
including attitudes to old age, populism and life under
lockdown, arguing that the crisis pres ents opportunities
to create a more just s ociet y and change our lives
for the better.

Embodiment and Everyday Cyborgs
Gill Haddow

Manchester University Press (IPS UK)
9781526114181 | £25 | HB | 208 pp.
May 2021

Implanting the human body with human/animal organs or
implantable devices not only changes what you are but
also changes who you are. Using a range of s ocial science
methods and drawing on the sociology of the body and
embodiment, biome dicine and technology, this book asks
what happens to who we ar e (our identity) when we change
what we ar e (our bodies) ?
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Forming Sleep

Nancy L. Simpson-Younger
Pennsylvania State University Press (IPS UK )
9780271086125 | £23.95 | PB | 246 pp.
April 2021
A collection of essays exploring how biocultural and
literary dynamics acted together to shape conceptions
of sleep states in the early modern period. E ssays
envision sleep states as a means of defining the
human, both literally and metaphorically.

Robert Burton's Rhetoric
Susan Wells
Pennsylvania State University Press (IPS UK )
9780271084664 | £26.95 | PB | 224 pp.
June 2021
Wells illustrates how Oxford scholar Robert Burton
used the resources available to a seventeenth centur y
academic: genres and languages, as well as academic
disciplines such as medicine and rhetoric.
Demonstrates how ear ly modern practices of
knowledge and persuasion can offer a model for
transdisciplinary s cholarship today.

Fragments from the History of Loss
Louise Green

Pennsylvania State University Press (IPS UK )
9780271087023 | £23.95 | PB | 204 pp.
May 2021
The book examines the theor etical fr aming of "nature" in
South Africa and beyond. It analyzes myths and fantasies
that have brought the world to a point of climate catastrophe
and continue to shape the narratives through which it is
understood.
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After the End of History
Mathilde Fasting

Georgetown University Press (IPS UK)
9781647120863 | £18.99 | HB | 232 pp.
July 2021

Intimate access to the mind of Francis Fukuyama and his
reflections on world politics, his life and car eer, and the
evolution of his thought

Slave and Sage: Remarks on
the Stoic Handbook of Epictetus
William Ferraiolo

John Hunt Publishing (Marston)
9781789046717 | £11.99 | PB | 208 pp.
May 2021

Contemporary analysis and application of the
ancient Stoic wisdom of Epictetus.

Everything Is Your Fault:
Changing your life with responsibility,
leadership, and meditation
Rajan Shankara
John Hunt Publishing (Marston)
9781789043594 | £10.99 | PB | 160 pp.
June 2021
Using ownership philosophy, we can trans form our lives,
improve our car eers and relationships, and become the
leader we were born to be.
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Pandora's Book: 401 Philosophical
Questions to Help You Lose Your Mind
(with answers)
David Bir ch
John Hunt Publishing (Marston)
9781789045710 | £16.99 | PB | 304 pp.
June 2021
In his first published work for the public, former monk,
Rajan Shankara, offer s the reader a dynamic how -to for
becoming a powerful adult.

Norms Under Siege. The Parallel Political
Lives - The Parallel Political Lives of
Donald Trump and Silvio Berlusconi
Edoardo M. Fracanzani

John Hunt Publishing (Marston)
9781789044669 | £14.99 | PB | 264 pp.
June 2021
Both leaders have amassed huge followings, r eady to support
them at all costs, sometimes having observers wonder if this
bond should be considered a cult, rather than political
affiliation.
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Feminist Antifascism
Verso Books (Marston)

9781839761164 | £16.99 | PB | 208 pp.
July 2021

In this exciting, innovative work, Polish feminist philosopher
Ewa Majews ka proposes a specifically feminist politics of
antifas cism.

The Tragedy of the Worker
Jamie Allinson

Verso Books (Marston)
9781839762949 | £8.99 | PB | 112 pp.
July 2021

Facing irreversible climate change, the planet is on
route to apocalyps e. The Tragedy of the Worker is a brilliant,
stringently argued pamphlet reflecting on capitalism’s death
drive, the left’s complicated entanglements with fossil fuels,
and the r ising tide of fascism.

Clipped Coins, Abused Words,
and Civil Government
George Caffentzis

Pluto Press (Marston)
9780745342078 | £19.99 | PB | 224 pp.
July 2021

This is the first volume in a career defining trilogy of works
by George Caffentzis. The book situates John Locke's
philosophy of knowledge and his political theory within his
engagement in British monetary debates of the 17th and
18th century.
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Aldous Huxley
Series: Critical Lives
Jake Poller
Reaktion Books (GBS)

9781789144277 | £11.99 | PB | 240 pp. | 20 illus .
July 2021
Aldous Huxley was one of the twentieth century’s most
prescient thinkers. This new biography is a rich and lucid
account that charts the different phases of Huxley’s career.

Hannah Arendt
Series: Critical Lives

Samantha Ros e Hill
Reaktion Books (GBS)
9781789143799 | £11.99 | PB | 224 pp. | 30 illus .
July 2021
A new biography of one of the 20th -century's most
influential political thinkers, Hannah Ar endt. Samantha Rose
Hill weaves together new biographical detail, archival
documents, poems and correspondence to r eveal a woman
whose passion for the life of the mind was nourished by her
love of the world.

Erasmus of Rotterdam:
The Spirit of a Scholar
Series: Renaissance Lives
William Barker
Reaktion Books (GBS)
9781789144512 | £15.95 | HB | 224 pp. | 49 illustrations,
33 in colour
August 2021
The first popular biography in English in thirty years of
Erasmus of Rotterdam.
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Miracles of Our Own Making:
A History of Paganism
Liz Williams

Reaktion Books (GBS)
9781789144710 | £9.99 | PB | 352 pp.
September 2021
Now available in B -for mat paperback, Miracles of Our Own
Making is a historical overview of magic in the British Isles ,
from the ancient peoples of Britain to the rich and
cosmopolitan landscape of contemporary paganism.

Democracy and Constitutions: Putting
Citizens First
Series: UTP I nsights
Allan Hutchins on
University of Toronto Press (IPS UK)
9781487507930 | £17.99 | PB | 220 pp.
August 2021
Bold and unconventional, this book advocates for an
institution al turn-about in the relationship between
democracy and constitutionalism.

Death, Where Is Your Sting?
Robert Reiss

John Hunt Publishing (Wiley)
9781789042474 | £10.99 | PB | 200 pp.
August 2021

As lawmakers continue to use r eligion and religious
ethics as a guide, ques tions of life after death are
not only eternal, but urgent.
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The I Ching Oracle
Timothy And Joh Dowdle

John Hunt Publishing (Wiley)
9781789047042 | £13.99 | PB | 264 pp.
October 2021

A compr ehensive and clearly written manual for
consulting the I Ching oracle .

Science Ideated
Bernardo Kastrup
John Hunt Publishing (Wiley)
9781789046687 | £16.99 | PB | 272 pp.
September 2021
Analytic idealism - the notion that reality, while equally
amenable to scientific inquiry, is fundamentally mental - is
a leading contender to replace 'scientific' materialism. In
this book, the broad body of empirical evidence and
reasoning in favo ur of analytic idealism is reviewed in an
accessible manner.

Nature's Sacrament: The Epic of
Evolution and a Theology of Sacramental
Ecology
David C. McDuffie
Top Hat Books (Wiley)
9781789047172 | £8.99 | PB | 136 pp.
September 2021

In a sacramental ecology, divine grace is to be found in the
evolutionary emergence of life.
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Reconstructing Democracy: How Citizens
Are Building from the Ground Up
Charles Taylor

Harvard University Pr ess (Wiley )
9780674244627 | £11.95 | HB | 120 pp.
March 2020
Today's democracies suffer from two mutually reinfor cing ills :
declining problem -solving capacities and a gr owing disconnect
between the people and political elites . Reconstructing
Democracy offers case studies in citizen efficacy, showing how
people can solve problems locally and thereby quell the
frustrations that demagogues prey on.

Changing the Subject: Philosophy from
Socrates to Adorno
Raymond Geuss
Harvard University Pr ess (Wiley )
9780674248359 | £15.95 | PB | 368 pp.
August 2020
Geuss explores the ideas of twelve philosophers who broke
dramatically with prevailing wisdom, from Socrates and Plato
in the ancient world to Wittgenstein an d Adorno in our own.
The result is a striking account of some of the most innovative
and important philos ophers in Western history and an indir ect
manifesto for how to pursue philos ophy today. Geuss cautions
that philosophers’ attempts to break from conven tion do not
necess arily make the world a better place.

Death Machines: The Ethics of Violent
Technologies
Elke Schwar z

Manchester University Press (IPS UK)
9781526114846 | £22.5 | PB | 240 pp.
December 2019
Death Machines offers a critical reconsideration of ethical
theories and political justifications for technologis ed practices
of violence in contemporary conflicts.
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The Bourdieu Paradigm
Derek Robbins

Manchester University Press (IPS UK)
9781526156006 | £20 | PB | 272 pp.
March 2021
The boo k dis cusses r elations between philosophy and
empirical social sciences through detailed analyses of the
work of Schutz, Gur witsch and Merleau -Ponty, and then
explores the development of Bourdieu's sociological
reflexivity as his attempt to reconcile this i ntellectualist
legacy with social res earch and political action.

The Situationist International
Alastair Hemmens

Pluto Press (Marston)
9780745338897 | £24.99 | PB | 336 pp. |
April 2020
An up-to-date collection on the Situationist International,
rethinking their relevance for today. Including
contributions from key thinkers, including Anselm Jappe
and Michael Lowy, as well as new an d upcoming scholars,
The Situationist International unpacks the complexity of a
group that has come to define radical politics and culture
in the postwar period.

Conversations on Violence
Brad Evans

Pluto Press (Marston)
9780745341682 | £16.99 | PB | 272 pp.
March 2021
Conversations o n Violence brings together many of the world's
leading critical s cholars, artists, writers and cultural
producers to provide a kaleidos copic exploration of the
concept of violence.
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The Selfish Ape: Human Nature and
Our Path to Extinction
Nicholas P. Money

Reaktion Books (GBS)
9781789141559 | £14.99 | HB | 152 pp.
July 2019
An access ible and entertaining portrait of humans as a
brilliantly inventive, yet self -destructive animal.

God, Stephen Hawking and the Multiverse
David Wilkinson (Author)
SPCK Publishing (MDL)
9780281081912 | £9.99 | PB | 192 pp.
January 2020
Hutchings and Wilkins on explain the key elements of Stephen
Hawkin g's physical and mathematical theories, consider their
philosophical and r eligious implications, and relate his ideas to
traditional Judaeo -Chr istian concepts of God.

Why Science and Faith Need Each Other
Elaine Howard Ecklund
Brazos Press (MDL)
9781587434365 | £12.99 | PB | 176 pp.
July 2020

Using new research to reveal how faith and science
illuminate univers al tr uths about the human experience, this
book shows readers they don't have to choos e between
Christian belief and science.
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The Future of the Image
Jacques Ranciere

Verso Books (Marston)
9781788736541 | £11.99 | PB | 160 pp.
September 2019

Lauded by major contemporary artists and philosophers,
Jacques Ranciére's work returns politics to its central place
in understanding art.

Fully Automated Luxury Communism:
A Manifesto
Aaron Bastani

Verso Books (Marston)
9781786632630 | £9.99 | PB | 288 pp.
June 2020
In Fully Automated Luxury Communism , Aaron B astani conju res
a vision of extraordinary hope, showing how we move to
energy abundance, feed a wor ld of 9 billion, overcome work,
transcend the limits of biology, and establish meaningful
freedom for everyone. Rather than a final destination, such
a society merely he r alds the real beginning of history.

Aesthetics and Politics
Radical Thinkers
Theodor Adorno
Verso Books (Marston)
9781788738583 | £9.99 | PB | 256 pp.
October 2020
No other country and no other period has pr oduced a
tradition of major aesthetic debate to compare with that which
unfolded in German culture from the 1930s to the 1950s. In
Aesthetics and Politics the key texts of the gr eat Marxist
controversies over literature and art during these years ar e
assembled in a single volume.
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The Force of Nonviolence: An Ethico Political Bind
Judith Butler

Verso Books (Marston)
9781788732772 | £9.99 | PB | 224 pp. |
February 2021
Judith Butler 's new book shows how an ethic of nonviolence
must be connected to a broader political str uggle for social
equality. Further, it ar gues that nonviolence is often
misunderstood as a pas sive practice that emanates from a
calm region of the soul, or as an individualis t ethical r elation
to existing forms of power. But, in fact, nonviolence is an
ethical pos ition found in the midst of the political field.

Decoding Schopenhauer's Metaphysics
Bernardo Kastrup

John Hunt Publishing (Wiley)
9781789044263 | £9.99 | PB | 144 pp. |
July 2020

A succinct but complete guide to Schopenhauer's metaphysics
that renders it coherent and intuitively compelling.

Decoding Jung`s Metaphysics
Bernardo Kastrup

John Hunt Publishing (Wiley)
9781789045659 | £12.99 | PB | 160 pp.
February 2021

Embodied in this compact volume is a journey of discover y
through J ungian thoughtscapes never before revealed with
the depth, for ce and s cholarly rigor you are about to
encounter.
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